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About
A Private Moorish Islamic Online School to teach the pure faith of Islam from a Moorish
American perspective. Our primary goal is to inform, educate and uplift in giving a reliable
platform for all Moorish Americans to gain enrich applied understanding of Islam, Moorish
American history, Nationality and Government structure.
MITI is part of the educational branch within The Moorish Science Temple of America-1928.
Great measures was taken to assure the operations of MITI reflects a superb educational
institution that will guide Moorish American Moslems in an applied understanding of faith and
moral conduct. At MITI we teach in a way that the lessons are a blended experience of
words, acts, and deeds.
MITI instructors are passionate about engaging their students; challenging in reframing
theological and social thought; driving positive transformation in to serve as a benefit to
humanity. MITI seeks creative and curious students who are called to join our Islamic
community to discern, learn, pray, minister, and serve their Temples, Humanity and Allah.
MITI student experience rigorous academics, with an admixture of interfaith fieldwork along
with intentional reflection—a combination offered by no other Islamic institute of learning.

MITI instructors have received countless honors and recognition for their outreach work in
State and Federal prisons, interfaith dialog, community activism and locally within their Temples, study groups and campsites.
MITI instructors not only hold advanced degrees from higher learning secular institutions they
are also esteemed alumni’s of the former University of The Moorish Science Temple of America
which has been converted into MITI. All MITI instructors have dedicated many years in service
to their Moorish Islamic community while under the direct tutelage of renowned Moorish leader and scholar Shaykh Ra Saadi El.

A Successful Student is Humble and Sincere, the makings of a Great Leader”

To journey forward along the spiritual path under the guidance of
a truthful teacher is a challenge of itself, yet it presupposes the
greater challenge of making oneself ready for such a journey. To
qualify oneself for spiritual traveling you must look inside and ask:
"What is it that I am looking for; how resolved am I to accomplish

my goal? Is it necessary for me to understand and learn about
being a Moorish American Moslem, the history of The MSTA and
the faith of Islam; and who could guide me through this path of
Information and discovery?
Today, students and those who are interested in undertaking the
journey of accurate knowledge and spirituality often seem more
immediately interested in the teachers and their qualifications, rather than in their inner being and quali-

ties. It is not said that the qualification of a teacher in Islam is not necessary as they are in the truest form
deemed spiritual guides. The factor

fundamental to the pursuit of any spiritual journey is the presupposi-

tion of a qualified student that is to say, a student who is truthful in the heart and willing to take the step
must be willing to be guided.

More so within our school of thought, it is often stated to a student to “Empty One's Cup”.
Understanding the rules and the laws that govern not only the idea but the person is a necessary beginning if one is to undertake the journey of the truth. To pursue such an understanding the presence of a
truthful teacher who knows the way is one of the essential elements. There is a close correspondence between the two. Since the rule of balance or harmony is one of the most fundamental laws of being, ordering the universe surrounding us; therefore the purer the intention of the student, the more truthful shall
be the teacher to guide him. Such a law makes it essential for any student of the heart too closely review
his will, and make confident that truthful intention exists in his heart before taking the first steps along the
path of greater spiritual truth. Allah will reward the people of truth for their truthfulness, reads the Quran.
Such a statement makes it not only clear but also extremely fundamental for the prospective follower of
the path of spirituality to qualify himself for the journey. Remember, one receives whatever one provides:
those who receive the bounty of the treasury of the Divine are also those who can truly appreciate it.

[From the President of MITI Our Beloved Shaykh Dr. Ra Saadi El / Chief of Ministers]
“It behooves us as a prepared Chief Spiritual Guide, Religious Teacher, and
Moorish Moral Instructor to produce lessons based precisely upon our adept skill
supported by the Divine teachings of our Holy Prophet Ali. At MITI our duty is to
teach you thoroughly in the Science of our religious creed of Islamism. That by
such means it would compel all faithful and studious students to produce a far

more in-depth awakening within themselves. This would be to instigate producing
behavior that would allow your degree of the Allah within you to create acts of
Moorish Islamic betterment; to be a benefit to your moral growth and spiritual development. We
believe understating the pure faith of Islam and actual history is essential ingredients of any Moslem
in the study of thyself. At MITI our teachings masterfully aid each student to develop an heighten
spiritual and moral cognitive skills to assist in life problem solving and leadership skills. Such critical
thinking is the ultimate transferable skill, one which can deepen your understanding in the studying

of Islam and life in general. We help you learn how to learn, a crucial ability in understanding
religious doctrine and discovery of pure Islamic insight that is detached from orthodox dogma.
At MITI we believe in developing your ability to
think critically about the world we live and our
responsibility to humanity. For any MITI student, this
would also become an even greater benefit to
your Islamic society as a whole and the Asiatic
societies in general. We welcome you to experience connecting the line that unites Divinity and
Matter.

Truth does not need any Support.” The Quran states: There is no coercion
in religion. Such a truth should open up for us new doors to understanding religion. How can anyone be
forced to be attracted to a beloved, and how can anyone become a follower of a principle, if the motivation
is not already always present in his heart?
Allah will reward the people of truth for their truthfulness.

Our correspondent course has been constructed to accommodate those presently incarcerated
within a State or Federal prison. Our courses will qualify any rightful Moorish American Moslem as an
accredited leader to head a recognized MSTA inmate lead study group (Campsite). Our course will
also give members within the MSTA a strong foundation to build upon with having fortified tested

knowledge about the faith of Islam, religious history and factual accounts of the MSTA documented
history. Our Courses are designed for challenging studies within the faith, history, customs and law of
Islam. As an active student, you will be led in the assignments by qualified instructors via wellformulated course materials. Some lessons can be presented via DVD’s and Audio CD providing the
approval of the correctional institution. The 101 Advanced Islamic Course covers a plethora of lessons which any Moorish American will find to be valuable giving great support to the rich history of
the MSTA and the faith of Islam. Our correspondent course is self-paced your assignments will be reviewed by qualified instructors and teachers aids.

Each lesson must be completed in se-

quence before the next lesson is submitted. The rewards of self-discovery with the ability to articulate
in your own words all that is covered within all MITI courses can be expressed as a mental evolution
and spiritual charge. The 101 Advance course is not like the 101 course that was associated with the
UMSTA, the 101 Advance course covers a broader range of lessons as can be seen in the outline of
course lessons on page 7.

Student Requirements for All Correspondent Courses:
Able to purchase lessons booklets and any recommended study books, able to write clearly for
instructors to read your submissions. Have all MSTA Temple religious pamphlets i.e. Circle 7 Koran,
101’s, DCBL, Oral Statements, etc., Koran of Mecca, King James Bible, and Dictionary. All written
assignments must be submitted on clean paper in legible hand writing or typed. If the submitted
assignment is not legible being clear to read it will be returned ungraded, which the student will have
the opportunity to resubmit.
All Correspondents Courses are self paced once a students successfully completes all 15 lessons a
certificate of completion will be given with a transcript indicting pass or fail. If a student was to
receive a fail as the final grade they will be able to retake a 2-part final exam after 30 days for no
additional cost. If a student was to receive a second failing grade there will be a cost of $25 to
retake the final exam each time.

A look at some of the lessons booklets as displayed on the online website.

The 101 Moorish Islamic Studies Advance Course
15 Lesson Booklets: $30 each
Additional Books are required to aid support with various lessons booklet can be purchased via the
Moorish Islamic Store or MITI:
•

I Your Prophet (Required for Lesson 2 and 8)

•

Koranic Guide Book (Required for Lesson 5, 8 and 12)

•

Scientific Interpretation of the DCBL (Required for Lesson 5 and 12)

•

Islam In America (Required for Lesson 3,7,8 and 10)

•

Prescribe Manner of Prayer (Required for Lesson 3,10 and 14)

•

Controversial Years of The MSTA (Not Required however very encourage historical record to have)

A full outline of the grading process, how papers, assignments, quiz and test are to be submitted is
detailed within every lesson booklet. We encourage that you secure all required books that is needed
for successful completion of various lessons. Books can be purchased before or along with the lessons
books. As we stated previously all

correspondent courses are self-paced you are in total control of your

learning journey with MITI.
Upon successful completion of all 15 lessons you will be given a certificate of completion and registered
as a MITI Alumni of the 101 Advanced Moorish Islamic Studies Course. Completion of any MITI course
does not validated anyone or group as an official recognized MSTA study group, Temple or Campsite.
To establish an official recognized MSTA study group (Campsite) you must contact The Moorish Science
Temple of America-1928 directly to make such inquires.

1. Introduction to MITI: Introduction to Islam from a Moorish perspective in setting a foundation to build from a student and teacher relationship in Islam. How to better prepare
for a learning journey of Life.
2. Brief History the MSTA: Introduction to a brief history The MSTofA along with the past and
present Leaders. Understanding the importance of having a historical timeline of your

Temple leaders.
3. Customs & Traditions: of Moorish American Moslems. Temple etiquette. How Moslems
should carry themselves in public and private. Why do you think customs are important?
4. How to Learn, How to Study: Understanding our learning materials and to apply them to
our understanding. Reference points to use and how to determine its worth. What is the
meaning of “Empty your cup?”
5. Knowing Our Religious Canons: What do we refer as our “Old Testament”? Chapters
and Surahs of particular importance. Knowing Our Religious Canons. Who are the authors of our Holy books?
6. History of “Buddha” and “Confucius”: A brief history of “Buddha” and “Confucius” life
and teachings and showing
7. History of “Mohammed” and “Jesus: Life and Teachings with the impact it has had on
Islam. A brief history of “Mohammed” and “Jesus life and teachings.

8. The Life, Works & Teachings of Prophet Drew Ali: Learning about our beloved Prophet as
being a blessing to all Moorish Americans.
9. Saint Marcus Mosiah Garvey: Understanding his philosophies and opinions. Saint Marcus
Mosiah Garvey was the forerunner to our Beloved Prophet Drew Ali, liken to John the
Baptists to Prophet Jesus. Why did our Prophet seek out Saint Marcus Mosiah Garvey?
Why Marcus Mosiah Garvey not join the MSTA? Let us explore these questions and
much more.
10. How are we Sufis?: Understanding the concepts of Sufism how it plays an intrinsic roll
within our faith of Islam as Moorish American Moslems.

11. MSTA Divine Constitution & By-Laws: What form of government did our Prophet set us up
as, understanding the Temples appointed positions. How can we say we are proud Moorish
Americans if we have no understanding of our Moorish Government?
12. Why is Nationality Important?: Knowing how to explain your Moorish American Nationality and understating nationality in general. In understanding why Nationality is so important is
also to understand why is was taken away from us in 1779. Having a nationality is also connected with having a flag. What is the history of our Moorish flag? This along with other questions you will have a chance to explore in learning more.
13. Duties of Membership: Understanding the obligations and duties to the MSTA. Moorish
Science Temple of America dictates that if you desire to become a member of the M.S.T. of
A you must first repent (humble yourself). This is a way of admitting former errors and displaying a desire to renew your ways.
14. Moorish American Adept-hood: How to go from Member to Adept. What are MSTA
Adept and their duties? Becoming an Adept is a major step in the process of being a faithful active member in the MSTA. We will explore what a member must reflect in words, acts
and deeds in order to be accepted in the Adept Chamber. To become an Adept is also to
become an actual Moorish citizen having a voice in Nation affairs. We will explore the nature of Adept-hood and its true meaning on a basic level as some things can only be explained to an Adept.
15. Conclusion: What have you Learned? Review / Q &A/ Final Exam. We will bring it full circle in covering Lesson 1 to 15 within our discussion questions. The final exam will be in two
parts and you will have ample time to complete. I suggest you review all past lessons in order to re-familiarize yourself as it will only assist you better in the final.

MSTA General Studies Correspondent Course covers the necessary basic teachings within the MSTA
you will gain a strong application in knowing the what, why, when and who of the MSTA. You will be
able to reference accreditable sources having a keen understanding of internal aspects of the MSTA
and the teachings of Prophet Drew Ali. The MSTA General Studies Course will set you as an astute
Member with the ability to affectively assist study group officers and perhaps be an aid within study
sessions.
MSTA General Studies Course is less intense as the 101 Moorish Islamic Studies Advanced Course it only
requires 7-Lessons and required study books to successfully complete to obtain a MSTA General Studies
Course certificate. The 7-lessons are 3,4,5,8,11,12 and 13, the additional studies books are I Your Prophet, Koranic Guide Book, Scientific Interpretation of the DCBL, Islam In America and Prescribe Manner of
Prayer. All additional study books can be purchased via the Moorish Islamic Store or via MITI. There is
no final exam just a series of assignments, homework with a host of quizzes to assist you in critical thinking in knowing thyself as it relates to be a true Moorish American Moslem.

Ready to Become a MITI-ian!
The next step is to submit the registration form with the one time registration fee of $15. Once your
registration form and one time payment of $15 is received and processed you will receive a welcome
letter with your MITI student ID number. You will also receive tuition forms to submit for each lesson
booklet allowing you to pay as you go or pay a few lessons in advance or pay for the entire 15 or 7 les-

sons depending on the course you chose. All registered students will be log within MITI database, students will receive a update transcript after 3 completed lessons. Students are welcome to call on Mondays or Saturdays to speak with an instructor contact numbers will be within the welcome letter. Students are to submit general question about lessons when submitting an assignments, this will elevate a
barrage of mail from students to instructors can concentrate on reviewing and grading lessons.
Mailout Time to Receive Booklets and other Correspondents
Keep in mind it is a correspondent course so you will have to account time for us to receive, review
and mail back. However 1-3 weeks is the standard time to allow in receiving graded lessons, to receive
a lesson book please allow 1-2 weeks after payment has been processed all lessons books are print on
demand. All lessons are mail US priority mail to assure it was received on your end which is covered in
the cost of each lesson booklet. We encourage you to copy MITI registration forms for those who are
interested we have included (3) enrollment forms within this booklet. Welcome to the Journey!

Mail all correspondents to the address below

MITI
P.O. Box 161968 Atlanta GA 30321
www.MITI.education
Email: info@miti.education
Ph. (888)361-2499
Grand Governess/Yssis Saadi El
MITI Vice President and Sr. Instructor

KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT ITS APPLICATION IS LIKE WATER
WITHOUT ITS WETNESS
"Allah formed thee as He formed these; after them all wert thou created;

superiority and command were given thee over all, and of His own breath
did he communicate to thee the principle of knowledge. Know thyself and
the pride of His creation, the line uniting divinity and matter; behold a
part of Allah Himself within thee; remember thine own dignity; nor dare
descend to evil or to meanness." HKMSTA
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